The Johns Hopkins Guide to Literary Theory & Criticism: INTRODUCTION
Narrow your search with an easy-to-use dropdown menu.

SEARCH TIPS

- Use quotation marks to find adjacent words: E.g. "James Joyce" returns only articles with both names adjacent.
- Use NOT to exclude certain terms: E.g. James NOT Joyce returns articles about Henry James and James Fenimore Cooper, etc.
- Use wildcards to expand your search: E.g. Jos* to find josé, jose, or joseph.
- The search engine is not case sensitive. WATER, water, and water all return the same results.
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Use Toggle Highlights to add/remove highlighting of your search term.

JHUP provides monthly COUNTER-compliant usage statistics.

All relevant names and topics are cross referenced (at first reference only) when the name or phrase exactly matches an entry title (E.g. René Descartes is cross-referenced, while “Cartesian” is not).

“See also” indications at the end of each entry direct readers to related entries.

Every entry has extensive bibliographies of primary and secondary sources.

Quotations are referenced in accordance with the system adopted by the Modern Language Association of America.
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